electricity in the positive (upward) pulse is equal to and Blindness, National Institutes of Healtb, U.S. public Healtb Service, Bethesda, Maryland that in the negative (downward) pulse within the experimental error of less than 0.4 percent. For a 10 Long-term electric stimulation of the unanesthema peak current value, the quantity of electricity is tized brain in animals and in man is becoming increasabout 0.2 ~coul per pulse. ingly important in the delds of neurophysiology (2),
In order to conduct these pulse-pairs through the psycholbgy (2), and psychiatry (3). Despite indicacortex, an array of 25 or 36 electrodes is implanted tions that unidirectional pulses are injurious (4) their over the sensorimotor cortex in a monkey with or use in the afore-mentioned fields is quite extensive. In without removal of the dura (9) . This array is surorder to obtain reproducible results, injury to nerve rounded by a stainless steel ring screwed into the cells by the passage of current must be avoided (5).
bone. The stimulating current is passed into the corWe have found that one type of stimulating waveform tex from a given single electrode to the ring. does not injure the brain.
In our experiments, we have investigated the motor The processes that produce lesions by the passage responses to these stimuli near the threshold (4). of unidirectional pulses are apparently similar to Pulse-pairs are used to stimulate the cortex on a those that produce lesions with small direct currents schedule of a a-sec train at 60 pulse-pairs per second (6). The probable mechanisms of production of such every 30 sec for several hours a day.
lesions are those involving the displacement by the a few results from observations on two unanestheionic current of charged particles lions, enzymes, tized monkeys (~acaca ·mzllatta) are presented: the proteins, and so forth) from their key positions within and around the neurons. Presumably these displacements and the subsequent cellular destruction can be avoided by using sufficiently brief currents + which pass an amount of electricity first in one direction and then an equal amount in the other within a short time. Conversely, any alternating waveform that has an additional small net ~ow in one dir'ection will presumably cause net displacements and hence injury. If such a 'Lzero net ~ow" waveform is brief L" enough, simple metallic nonreversible electrodes pass the current through the tissue without distortion of the waveform, and in addition the stimulus artifact is 100 microseconbs minimized.
With these points in mind, one of us in 1950 devised Fig. i . Waveform of stimulating current: pulse-pairs of a waveform whose shape does not change with repeti-current resulting from quasi-dif~erentiation of a rectangu-~ tion frequency; it also has a net zero current and an la.' pulse. Measured at 2 percent of the peak, the duration invariant interval between the positive and negative of the positive pulse (upward) is 34 CLsec, and the durapeaks with change of frequency (Fig. 1) . Despite the tion of the negative (downward) is 28 ~Lsec. The areas under the two pulses are equal; therefore, the net coulomh zero net ~ow and the brief time course of the pulseflow is zero for the pulse-pair alge~raically summed durpairs, it was found that such currents stimulate sen-;,g .ti,, interval of 200 CLsec from the beginning of sorimotor cortex and the responses to this stimulus th, positive pulse.
are similar to those seen with rectangular pulses (4).
These pulse-pairs probably are within the "constant first monkey was observed for 7 wk; at the time of coulomb threshold" region for nerve processes and writing, the second monkey had been observed for cell bodies (7), and hence their absolute shape should 17 wk.
not be critical. Figure 2 shows the slow fall of the threshold cur-
The pulse-pairs ( Fig. 1) are generated by quasi-rent (about 50 percent in the first month) for the differentiating (8) a rectangular pulse and amplifypulse-pairs at 60 per second for a typical electrode ing the resultant with a Williamson type a-e amplifier during a period of 6 wk. Some of this decrease in that has a 100 key pass-band. The output of this threshold is probably due to recovery from anesthesia amplifier is matched to the animal-electrode circuit by and operative trauma, and some to a slow decrease in means of a high-frequency transformer .
distance between the electrode array and the cortex. 
